Designing New York: Quality Affordable Housing

GUIDELINE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PANDEMIC RESILIENCE AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE

I. Introduction
II. Guidelines & Recommendations (p. 2-12)
III. Case Studies (p. 13- 39)
In response to recommendations from the Racial Inclusion and Equity Task Force Community Voices Survey, the Public
Design Commission, the Department of Housing Preservation and Development, and the Department of City Planning
have developed design guidelines and recommendations targeted to improve public health and community resilience,
and to enable positive long-term neighborhood change. These recommendations shift focus from a fear of density,
toward instead, a broader understanding of well-being and essential provisions throughout our housing stock and
neighborhoods.
Design is one of the best tools that we have to address the short-, medium-, and long-term improvements needed in
communities most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Design is a powerful tool that can make tangible differences
in neighborhoods long burdened by racial and economic inequality. Good and thoughtful design is not a luxury and
does not necessarily increase costs. By building on existing work by the PDC, HPD, and DCP focused on creating more
equitable and sustainable housing and neighborhoods, this document includes pandemic-specific recommendations
and case studies focused on goals outlined by the Racial Inclusion and Equity Task Force Housing Subcommittee where
design considerations can have the most impact:
Goal 3: Lower barriers to building safe, healthy housing
Goal 4: Collaborate with communities to create and maintain safer, healthier neighborhoods

Housing
Housing is one of the most critical components of city and neighborhood infrastructure, and the design of housing
directly impacts our personal, family, and community health. While much of the city’s housing infrastructure is already
built and may require improved code compliance, maintenance or even building retrofits to achieve improved health and
community outcomes, the city can also incorporate improved considerations for health and well-being into the design
and development of new housing in the project pipeline. After immediate public health responses for physical distancing
and limited contact are no longer in place, building housing and mixed-use developments in ways that holistically and
thoughtfully consider personal and public health, both physical and mental, will be critical in the communities most
impacted by COVID-19. The City-led housing development projects in these communities are opportunities to use
design to maximize co-benefits for health and well-being, and to improve and sustain resilience and equity.

Community
Cities are their people and places. Recent events make us appreciate our interactions with friends and neighbors, and
the opportunity to use and enjoy our parks, playgrounds, plazas, or even sidewalks. In the short-term, assessing access
to existing parks and open spaces can provide much-needed social space and infrastructure for physical and mental
health. In communities lacking existing spaces, creating new places for people to participate in community life safely
may require some proven and innovative temporary design solutions to improve public and social health. In the long
term, an assessment of community assets and spaces for improvements can address longstanding needs for enhanced
open space, mobility, and local services. Each neighborhood’s unique context, experiences, and identity can be best
understood through ongoing community engagement and participation in shaping the vision and outcomes.
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Goal 1: Accelerate homeless placements
Goal 2: Strengthen tenant protections
Goal 3: Lower barriers to building safe, healthy housing
Goal 4: Collaborate with communities to create and maintain safer, healthier neighborhoods
DESIGN GUIDELINE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PANDEMIC RESILIENCE AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE*
Implementation Timing

Short Term
HPD pipeline projects in
neighborhoods heavily
impacted by COVID-19 that
are within a few months of
program closing.

Medium Term
HPD pipeline projects in
neighborhoods heavily
impacted by COVID-19 that
have been designated or are
near designation.
Long Term
HPD RFP pipeline projects
in neighborhoods heavily
impacted by COVID-19 that
are in the Predevelopment
Planning stage.

Single Building Sites

Design guideline recommendations
focus on building materials and
fenestration design that address health
and safety as they relate to heat gain,
ventilation, infection control, and perunit infrastructure. These considerations
can be grouped with building
commissioning, management and staff
training, and post-occupancy surveys.
Design guideline recommendations
focus on incorporating diverse open
spaces for social engagement while
physical distancing, and for sanitation
and transition zones before entering the
building or units.

Design guideline recommendations
focus on addressing ways that
individual buildings connect to adjacent
structures, integrate adequate unit
space and open space for social
distancing, including balconies, and
provide essential per-unit infrastructure
for tenants.

Clustered Developments
Multiple Building Sites

Design guideline recommendations focus
on addressing ways that the series of sites
can collectively add a positive contribution
to the neighborhood context including
the provision of flexible open space and
essential services (e.g. passive openspace, food, pharmacies, health-clinics).

*Refinement of these design guidelines and identifying specific sites for deployment will require further coordination
between internal HPD divisions and additional stakeholders across both public and private sectors.
Furthermore, as climate change is a “threat multiplier” for many of the communities hardest hit by COVID-19, certian
considerations included in the following pages are intended to address both prevention and resilience against the urban
heat island effect (extreme heat) and the pandemic.

The black text on the following pages is pulled from PDC’s Designing New York: Quality Affordable Housing guidelines.
Additional blue text are draft post-pandemic recommendations developed in concert between PDC, HPD, and DCP staff.
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1. Site Planning

The most impactful design decisions are often made during the site planning phase, laying the groundwork for a project
that positively contributes to the lives of its residents and to its neighborhood, and creating the framework for the rest of
the design development. The placement and positioning of a project should respond to neighborhood context, adjacent
infrastructure and activities, and, in some cases, consider flexibility for future development. Design and development
teams, City agencies, and community partners must coordinate site planning early in project development to ensure that
projects integrate with existing built fabric and work to further enhance neighborhoods.
•
•
•
•

Consider vehicular, bike, and pedestrian circulation through and around the site…
Consider prominent view corridors and physical intersections…
At corner or full block developments, consider concentrating any commercial activities along
main thoroughfares and allow for residential and more passive uses along side streets…
At midblock or infill sites, consider small-scale strategies, such as orientation and screening,
to mitigate suboptimal conditions, such as noise, traffic, and unpleasant views…

Long Term Implementation
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Consider widening sidewalks as much as possible, and locating primary building entrances inset from the
sidewalk to provide ample space for ingress and egress while also minimizing congestion on the adjacent
sidewalk itself…
Consider expanding bike infrastructure...
For buildings with larger unit-counts, consider multiple “primary” entrances to disperse circulation hotspots, and
consider separating primary pedestrian and bike entrances from vehicular entrances for added safety…
At midblock sites, consider distancing or offsetting primary building entrances from vehicular entrances and
adjacent entrances that are heavily trafficked (e.g. provide separation between a residential entrance and a
grocery story or corner market to buffer the residential entrance from pedestrian market traffic and queuing)…
At full block or larger infill developments, consider mixed-use developments with a focus on essential
provisions and services (e.g. passive open-space, food, pharmacies, health-clinics). Furthermore, consider how
flex or community spaces can be designed to be adaptable to health or testing centers, as needed, and based
on availability of essential services in the neighborhood…
At full block sites, consider multiple pedestrian through-site circulation routes that provide adequate width and
shade, as well as wayfinding and ameneties like seating areas…
At areas with clustered developments, consider utilizing multiple sites to provide a diversity of essential
services (e.g. supermarket at one site, health-clinic at another) …
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2. Massing

The mass of a building—its form and size—accommodates interior program while also providing a sense of identity
and presence on the street. Massing articulations, such as varied building heights and setbacks, can visually connect
a building to adjacent structures and respond to a neighborhood’s character and scale. Thoughtful and well-designed
massing can help to make even a large residential building sensitive to the pedestrian scale and feel like home. Working
within zoning constraints, the mass of a building should be designed to take advantage of a site’s best features—
including views and connections to neighboring buildings —while also mitigating any challenging conditions.
•
•
•
•
•

Consider breaking up the scale of overall massing to relate to lower or adjacent building heights…
Consider using setbacks to optimize views and public outdoor spaces, such as yards and terraces…
Consider the relationship of building height and setbacks to street width and pedestrian experience
on the sidewalk…
At corner or full block developments, consider concentrating bulk adjacent to existing buildings with height,
and integrating lower heights adjacent to open spaces and pedestrian thoroughfares…
At midblock or infill sites, consider concentrating bulk at the center of the building, and stepping down toward
adjacent lower buildings and the street…

Long Term Implementation
•
•
•

Consider introducing additional setbacks and terraces that can be utilized to provide open-space for
various scales of users (building-wide, floor-wide, per-unit)…
Consider building setbacks to pull building circulation off the street, and carved courtyards or rear-yards to
provide protected and dedicated open-space areas for residents…
Consider maximizing floor-to-ceiling heights to increase window sizes and improve interior unit conditions...
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3. Materiality

Both aesthetic and functional, building materials can enhance a development’s massing and façade strategy, while
also contributing to overall building identity. Materials also contribute to a development’s environmental impact,
constructability, and durability. By selecting sustainable materials as part of a high-performance building envelope,
designers can reduce environmental impact and energy costs. Materials should be selected with local construction
expertise in mind, noting that a well-designed building requires quality construction. Durable, easily-maintained materials
can contribute to the longevity of a building; up-front investment in materials and construction details often results in cost
savings over time by reducing the need for renovations.
•
•
•
•

Consider materials that complement rather than strictly match adjacent buildings…
Consider using a combination of materials to help articulate the façade, enhance massing,
and distinguish programs at the interior…
Consider materials with low environmental impact that are easily maintained…
Consider the life expectancy of a building, and how materials selected will change over time…

Short and Mid Term Implementation
•
•
•

Consider using copper fixtures or other antibacterial finishes in high-touch areas such as building and unit 		
entrances, door handles, bathroom finishes, and brail signs…
Consider integrating touchless fixtures as much as possible, such as faucets, flush valves, and soap or
sanitizer dispensers...
In common areas, consider materials that are warm and inviting but also durable to withstand increased
sanitation measures, including high-frequency washing…

Long Term Implementation
•

Building-wide, consider materials that will minimize heat gain and maximize acoustic separation within
units themselves…
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4. Facade

Façades are a building’s “faces” to the neighborhood, bringing together massing and material decisions to create
presence and character. While a street-facing façade can help to create a welcoming identity for the building and its
residents, buildings often have visible rear and side façades, giving additional opportunities for design. The façades of a
building should be designed with colors, materials, and articulations that form a coherent image. Different faces should
be designed in response to interior programs and site conditions. It may be appropriate, for instance, to have distinct
and complementary façade designs for street- and rear-facing sides of a building. A beautiful façade can help give
residents and neighbors a sense of dignity and feeling of home.
•
•
•
•

Consider how façade design can help enhance a building’s character and identity both in the existing
community and for its residents…
Consider how each façade uniquely responds to adjacent programs and conditions…
Consider avoiding co-planar material connections to further break down the overall massing…
Consider using functional components, such as sunshades or window frames, to provide depth
and shadow lines…

Mid and Long Term Implementation
•
•

Consider undulating, offset, or splayed balconies to create visual interest, provide a balance of sun and
shade, and provide opportunities for physically distanced social interaction…
When introducing balconies and terraces, consider how the design can be integrated into the façade design
to further break down the overall massing and enhance the presence on the street. Furthermore, consider 		
balcony depths that allow sufficient space for use…
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5. Windows and Doors

While windows and doors are primarily functional, they also help to establish visual connections between interior
programs and the surrounding site, and can contribute to a sense of security. A central challenge is to maximize access
to natural light and air while meeting energy efficiency goals and providing a sense of privacy for areas like bedrooms
and bathrooms. Fenestration—the arrangement of windows and doors on the façade of a building—should be designed
to enhance a building’s light control and energy efficiency. The location of windows and doors on the façade directly
affects the quality of light and flexibility of space at the interior. These elements should be designed to promote visual
connections between the sidewalk and interior shared spaces while also providing privacy at private and support areas.
•
•
•
•

Consider how placement of windows and doors can promote visual and physical connections
between the interior and exterior…
Consider impacts of the patterning, size, and geometry of windows and doors on interior
spaces and programs…
Consider window size, frames, and sunshades as both functional and decorative elements…
Consider integrating HVAC louvers into window framing to simplify detailing…

Short Term Implementation
•
•
•
•

Consider increasing the amount of operable windows, increasing window sizes, and arranging windows to 		
enable cross-breeze and passive ventilation as much as possible. Furthermore, consider how these adjustments
can increase desirable sight lines and visibility to exterior open space while also allowing for in-unit privacy…
At south facing windows, further consider sunshades and other forms of screening to minimize heat-gain
within units…
At high-traffic areas, consider hip-activated or no-touch doors (at building entrances, elevators, amenity
or utility rooms). Furthermore, at stairwells, consider integrating operable windows to optimize light and air, 		
provide natural ventilation, and encourage stair use over elevator use…
Consider window screens across all window types and locations, and especially within units...
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6. Ground Floor Condition

The ground floor is where a building meets the street, where residents enter their home, and where neighbors interact
with a development. Whether a building contains retail and public programs on the ground floor, or is purely residential,
the ground floor should be as welcoming as possible. The design of a ground floor, including fenestration, landscaping,
and materials, should enhance a building’s presence on the street and accommodate interior programs. Ground floors
should be programmed to be as activated as possible, considering shared spaces for residents and visual connections
to the street. If a building is in a flood zone, the ground floor should integrate flood resilient strategies and materials.
•
•
•
•
•

Consider a welcoming arrival threshold with a space designed for residents to gather…
Consider large windows to promote visual connections between the ground-floor activity and the street…
Consider shared residential or public ground floor usages that enhance presence and street life…
Consider plantings or unique design elements to buffer the street wall…
Consider integrated screening of trash and service areas, and if security screening is necessary, consider 		
designs that connect the screening to the overall building character…

Short Term Implementation
•
•
•

Consider introducing dedicated areas for building-wide announcements (message boards or spaces for flyers) 		
to facilitate non-digital communication to residents…
Consider allocating dedicated areas for sanitizer dispensers and PPE equipment, such as masks and gloves, 		
near entrances...
Consider additional areas for no-contact delivery and additional bike racks for food delivery personnel...

Mid Term Implementation
•
•
•
•

Consider enlarging vestibules to provide a physical buffer between the street and lobby, but also allow for 		
further protection for no-contact deliveries etc...
Consider enlarging lobby spaces and incorporating seating and tables to provide infrastructure for “transition
zones” (e.g. areas where residents can put bags down to sanitize hands, adjust masks, etc. before going 		
outside or back inside to their home)…
Consider integrating dedicated package or delivery rooms, and flex spaces that can be used as sanitation
areas or pop-up clinics. Furthermore, consider direct and dedicated access to these spaces so that additional 		
people do not need to pass through resident lobbies…
Consider adding hand-washing stations (in addition to sanitizer dispensers) at building entrances…

Long Term Implementation
•
•

Consider locating primary building entrances inset from the sidewalk to provide ample space for ingress
and egress while also minimizing congestion on the adjacent sidewalk… (duplicate from site planning section)
If ground floor units are required, consider raising the units as much as possible, or incorporating additional 		
privacy and buffering measures to ensure that residents are separated from sidewalk and entrance congestion 		
as much as possible...
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7. Circulation

The paths that allow people to move through and around a development can help form well-used public and shared
spaces, and provide visual connections between interior programs or between buildings and the street. Often viewed as
secondary space, circulation can be used to promote healthy living by making it easier or more inviting to walk, exercise,
or climb stairs. Through-site pedestrian circulation can encourage connections between new developments and existing
neighborhood communities. Integrating with larger-scale transit infrastructure, such as subway lines and bike lanes, can
connect a development’s pathways with larger circulation systems.
•
•
•
•

Within a development, consider vehicular, bike, and pedestrian circulation through and around the site…
Within a building, consider integrating circulation, such as stairs, into shared and public spaces to encourage 		
active use and enhance the visual connection between spaces…
Consider using warm and welcoming materials, natural lighting, and educational graphics to promote use…
Consider that visual connections promote physical connections, and use visual corridors to highlight
through-site and through-building circulation…

Mid Term Implementation
•
•
•
•
•

At double-loaded corridors, consider incorporating a natural source of light and air for ventilation (e.g. operable 		
windows), and offsetting unit entrances so doors do not open onto one another...
Consider offsetting or eliminating unit entrances from areas across or adjacent to elevators and stairs to
minimize exposure…
Consider enlarging entrances to elevators and stairwells to allow for adequate distancing…
Consider minimizing circulation pinch points like tight corners…
Consider enlarging corridors that are more heavily trafficked (e.g. widening through-ways that lead to
both units and an open space)…

Long Term Implementation
•

Consider single-loaded corridors with operable windows to minimize congestion and introduce
natural ventilation…
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8. Open Space Design

Outdoor open spaces are critical amenities for residents, and can also provide benefits to the general public. Extending
from interior common spaces, front and rear yards, as well as other kinds of open space, such as terraces, are vital
design components that can help connect a new building with adjacent development and existing urban fabric. Front
yards often provide a semi-public threshold between a private development and the street, while rear yards, courtyards,
terraces, and rooftops are typically favorite places for residents to gather. Open spaces should be designed and
landscaped to accommodate residents’ and neighbors’ desired uses, and to contribute to sustainability and resiliency
goals.
•
•
•
•
•

Consider plantings to strategically buffer from street activity and adjacent lot line building walls, and to provide 		
privacy where needed at the ground floor…
Consider seating to connect various programmed areas or to help create distinct zones…
Consider places for tot play and passive seating for seniors…
At terraces, consider programmatic and visual connections to link to larger open spaces adjacent or below…
At large open spaces, consider designs that maximize flexible use…

Short and Mid Term Implementation
•
•
•
•

Consider how terraces and balconies can be designed to allow for physical distancing while also providing 		
opportunities for social interaction…
Consider providing flexible work-from-home infrastructure such as moveable tables and chairs, or planters with 		
integrated useable surfaces...
At larger open spaces, such as rooftops, consider providing areas for both large gathering and smaller 			
gatherings with adequate separation in between (e.g. space between tables, moveable furnishings that can
be adjusted, or larger passive areas that allow for more flexible use)…
Across all open spaces, further consider comfort and ease of access for seniors above and beyond universal 		
accessibility standards...

Long Term Implementation
•
•
•
•

Consider introducing dedicated open-space areas for each scale (building, floor, unit) to allow for safe and 		
secure access to the outdoors and maximize occupiable open space as much as possible…
Consider balancing sun and shaded areas, but ensure adequate shaded areas are provided to act as outdoor 		
respite in summer months…
Consider balancing areas for occupiable and intensive green roofs, as intensive green roofs can reduce building
heat loads...
Consider multiple opportunities for open space within a development site and within a massing (e.g. courtyards, 		
unenclosed voids, podium decks, rooftops, terraces, balconies, inset porches)…
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9. Units
Short Term Implementation
•
•
•

Consider maximizing storage at unit entrances as much as possible (e.g. a coat closet, as this can be treated as
a flex sanitation area)…
Consider maximizing kitchen storage (including refrigerator and freezer space) as much as possible to minimize
trips or deliveries needed for food…
Consider integrated ways to provide ample work-surfaces for both children and adults (e.g. consider extension 		
of countertop surfaces, or if through-wall PTAC units are used, consider an integrated window-desk or shelf as a 		
PTAC enclosure)…

Mid Term Implementation
•
•
•

Consider maximizing operable windows in kitchen and bathroom spaces in addition to living and
bedroom spaces…
If per-unit open spaces (terraces/ balconies) are not possible, consider large operable windows, or Juliet 		
balconies (that are thoughtfully integrated into the building design)…
Consider acoustics and sound attenuation across the building and within units to provide quite areas that can
be used for home-school or work-from-home set-ups…

Long Term Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider enlarging unit sizes to allow for distancing within units…
In single-bedroom units, consider locating the bathroom entrance near the unit entrance, or at least separating
it from the bedroom entrance to allow for within-unit distancing if required…
In two-bedroom, single-bath units, consider including a half-bath to further allow for separation and sanitation 		
between residents…
Where possible, consider including operable windows in bathrooms to allow for ventilation and also prevent 		
mold and mildew issues...
Consider in-setting unit entrances from hallways to provide protected transition zones (i.e. personal vestibules) 		
between the public and private spaces…
Consider enlarging entrance thresholds at the interior of units to provide an additional buffer zone and space for 		
residents to sanitize upon-entry or store goods waiting to be sanitized…
Consider further study on public health measures and considerations for micro-unit and co-living models…

10. Interim Vacant Lots and Existing Open Space
Short Term Implementation
•
•

Evaluate existing parks and open spaces in the community for improved access and provision of amenities, 		
including reopening and staffing closed parks or public plazas...
Consider the utilization of NYCHA open spaces for improved resident use...

Interim solutions for vacant lots pre-development (Short and Mid Term)
•
•
•

Consider balancing sun and shaded areas, but ensure adequate shade is provided to act as outdoor respite in 		
summer months (e.g. large planters with trees or cloth canopies can provide shaded areas within the lot)…
Consider providing areas for both large gathering and smaller gatherings with adequate separation in between 		
(e.g. space between tables, moveable furnishings that can be adjusted, or larger passive areas that allow for 		
more flexible use)…
At larger lots, consider providing infrastructure for essential services and pop-ups, such as food markets or 		
testing sites, and consider co-benefits that could be promoted by utilizing these interim spaces…

Sections #9 and #10 (recommendations for units and interim vacant lots) were not included in the DNY: QAFH guidelines
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Additional Considerations...
Rooftops & Balconies
•

•

•

•
•

If a building needs to be retrofit with additional structure in order to add roof access, only 8” of roof thickness is
currently allowed as a permitted height obstruction. Depending on the condition (e.g. if the building is already
built-out to the maximum height, or already in non-compliance) this may pose an issue. Zone Green added the
additional height allowance for insulation, but this was not necessarily intended to capture the support of live
loads required to add roof access.
Space on a roof is generally allowed to count as #open space# in places that require it, as long as it is below the
Dwelling Unit Factor (DU). For example, if on a campus setting, a low slung community space was added in the
#open space#, and replaced with an accessible roof, that would be allowable, but the definition of open space
would require the space to be accessible to everyone within the zoning lot (i.e., all the other buildings). This has
been contentious and the point of litigation for infill in campus settings.
LL 92 and LL94 mandate green roofs or solar on all new or rebuilt roofs, with an exception for “recreation
space.” There is competition between these different uses of rooftop space, and it is unclear if DOB construes
all accessible roof area as “recreation space.” Industry voices may be helpful in figuring out how people are
navigating these requirements.
Zoning improvements made for balcony allowances will likely almost exclusively impact new construction, not
existing building retrofits.
The design of balconies must take thermal bridging into account, per code.

Units
•

There are further opportunities for HPD BLDS to look into process for unit and floor plan reviews to optimize
public health considerations.

Technology & Building Systems
•
•
•
•
•

Consider RFID access cards for access to package rooms or lockers, entrances, and elevators...
Consider elevator scheduling, such as through a RFID kiosk or a front desk, to eliminate botton selections...
Consider digital sign-up sheets to regulate safe access to communal facilities such as building amenities or
programmed open space areas...
Consider enhanced mechanical ventilation and high-efficiency low-carbon cooling systems across all buildings...
Consider increased and enhanced access to broadband for all residents...

Retrofits
•

Consider how older buildings can be retrofit for co-benefits to not only respond to COVID-19, but also to improve
overall conditions of units and circulation spaces, thermal efficiency, and ease-of-use by seniors or residents with
impaired mobility...

Passive House
•

Consider how this set of recommendations can be adapted to provide specific guidance for passive house
standards, which prioritize performance efficiency and may limit window operability...

Additional References:
•

•
•

The city of London has developed dwelling unit standards that require individual units to have access to private
open space. Additional information on the requirements and design guidelines can be found in Chapter 4,
Section 10 (p. 59-60) of the linked London Housing Design Guide:
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/interim_london_housing_design_guide.pdf
Both the AIA NYC Housing Committee and Citizens Housing Planning Council NYC have been undertaking
research and inquiry into post-pandemic housing implications. Both organizations could be engaged for
stakeholder review if these recommendations are moved forward.
Parsons’ Healthy Materials Lab could be a good partner and/or resource to engage to inform material choices
more broadly: https://healthymaterialslab.org/
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Case Studies
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The Peninsula
Bronx

WXY architecture + urban design
Body Lawson Associates Architects & Planners
Elizabeth Kennedy Landscape Architects
Completed: In progress (anticipated completion 2024)
Hard Cost: TBD

mixed-use
development with
essential programs
such as food,
health-care, childcare, children’s play
areas, and flexible
community space

accessible
green roofs
central open space
(with shade), and
multiple (wide)
through-site
connectors
dispersed building
entrances
14

trees for shade!

wide through-site
circulation
inset building
entrance
wide sidewalks

various separated
seating and
gathering areas

large passive
open-space

The Peninsula cont’d.
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CAMBA Gardens
Brooklyn

Dattner Architects
Weintraub Diaz Landscape Architects
Completed:2016
Hard Cost: Unavailable

site plan with
integrated open
space design at
both the interior and
street-facing sides
of the buildings
trees along central
circulation paths to
provide shade

multiple building
entrances that could
be retrofit to be
“primary” entrances
and de-centralize
circulation and
congestion
throughout the
building

16

large passive lawn
to allow for flexible
use and distancing

large and well-lit
lobby space

CAMBA Gardens cont’d.
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Park House & Webster Residence
Bronx

COOKFOX
Terrain-NYC
Completed: 2017
Hard Cost: $370/SF (Park House); $390/SF (Webster Residence)

accessible green
roofs

shaded courtyard

multiple wide and
inset entrances

wide inset
entrances with
plantings to buffer
and shade

large lobby with
a vestibule and
ample light and air

18

green roofs with
opportunity for
structural retrofit
and accessibility

elevator entrances
with large
thresholds and
ample light

resident courtyard
with shade,
secluded seating
areas, and wide
walking paths

Park House & Webster Residence cont’d.
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Via Verde
Bronx

Dattner Architects
Grimshaw Architects
Weintraub Diaz Landscape Architects
Completed: 2012
Hard Cost: $357/SF

balconies provide
per-unit open
space that is well
integrated into
overall building
design

large central open
space (interior
courtyard) with wide
paths and areas
for both play and
passive use

open space
programmed for a
diverse set of age
groups and users
20

entrance threshold
between door and
apartment living
spaces
built in work spaces

large operable
windows (plus a
door that leads to
the unit balcony)

wide living space to
allow for distancing
within the unit

Via Verde cont’d.
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St. Augustine Family Housing
Bronx

Magnusson Architecture & Planning
Terrain-NYC
Completed: 2019
Hard Cost: $270/SF

large windows at
public circulation
areas such as
main corridors and
elevator lobbies

large lobby and
entrance vestibule

entrance pulled
back from the street

22

public areas are
wide with ample
natural light

lobbies and
landings have
places to sit and
prepare for a
transition between
spaces (e.g. put
on a mask, clean
hands)
high-traffic areas
prone to congestion
are wide

private open space
with distanced
seating enclaves
and shade

St. Augustine cont’d.
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Creston Avenue Residence
Bronx

Magnusson Architecture & Planning
Terrain-NYC
Completed: 2015
Hard Cost: $230/SF

solar screens to
mitigate heat gain
within units

multiple nonaccessible terraces
that could be retrofit
to provide low-load
access
wide inset building
entrance

vestibule to provide
a transition zone at
building entrance
large lobby space

shade and weather
protection at
building entrance
24

private open space
with balance of
sunned and shaded
areas
ample seating to
allow for either
gathering or
distance

large flexible
community room
with access to light
and air

large windows with
operable panels in
the living spaces

Creston Avenue
Residence cont’d.
25

Frost Street Apartments
Brooklyn

Curtis + Ginsberg Architects
Completed: 2015
Hard Cost: $213/SF

large entrance
vestibule

wide and well-lit
lobby

rear yard with open
passive seating and
play equipment for
a variety of users

large flexible
community room
with ample light
and air
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Sendero Verde
Bronx

Handel Architects
AECOM
Completed: In progress (anticipated completion 2024)
Hard Cost: TBD

shaded and
accessible green
roofs

large central open
space with ample
planting and
multiple circulation
paths

wide steps to
allow for distanced
through-site
circulation
inset entrance
wide sidewalk with
street trees
27

Casa Celina (Sotomayor Houses)
Bronx

Magnusson Architecture & Planning
Terrain-NYC
Completed: In progress (anticipated completion 2024)
Hard Cost: TBD

accessible roof

large passive lawn
with shade

wide sidewalks
with inset building
entrance

facade design helps
minimize heat gain
within units and
could be used as
inspiration for nonstandard balcony
projections.
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Beach 21st Street
Far Rockaway, Queens

Urban Architectural Initiatives
Liz Farrell Landscape Architecture
EDC
In progress
PDC Final Approval: 6/17/19

large amounts
of open space at
various scales
for various users
(public plaza, rear
yard for residents
and mixed-use
progams, green
roof for residents,
smaller terraces)

study design and
cost of incorporating
balconies or Juliet
balconies for perunit direct open
space access
additional terraces
could be added for
more per-floor or
per-unit open space
access
shades could be
added to mitigate
heat gain within
units and provide
visual interest
building entrance
inset from the
sidewalk with
adjacent plaza
providing space
for multi-user
congestion to
disperse
29

Powers Avenue
Bronx

Urban Architectural Initiatives
HPD; DHS
In progress
PDC Conceptual Review: 4/15/19

To note: awaiting resumbission and responses to feedback, only conceptual site plan and bulk massing reviewed
additional setbacks
could be introduced
to provide more
open space and
break up the
massing
study design and
cost of incorporating
balconies or Juliet
balconies for perunit direct open
space access
sidewalks could
be widened, and
entrances further
inset

restudy building
massing and
configuration to
maximize potential
for occupiable
roof space

courtyard provides
dedicated outdoor
space for residents,
but the design
could be rethought
to provide more
passive and
perhaps unpaved
areas that allow for
flexible circulation
and use
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Marcus Garvey Apartments Clubhouse
Brooklyn

Brownsville Community Justice Center (BCJC)
Center for Court Innovation
L+M Development Partners
Completed: 2016
Hard Cost: Unavailable

formerly vacant lot
activated with
community
infrastructure

surface applications
provide low-cost
interim amenities
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shipping containers
are adaptable
enclosures that
do no require
foundations
seating is spaced
to provide
separated zones for
congregation

larger trees in
planters or shade
structures could
be provided for
more cooling and
weather protection
in summer months

moveable seating
could be provided
to allow for more
flexible and
distanced space.

MGA Clubhouse cont’d.
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Bacton Estate
London

Karakusevic Carson Architects
Camlins
Completed: 2015
Hard Cost: $286/SF

accessible roof
areas are well
integrated into the
overall massing and
building design,
providing both sun
and shade

a variety of
per-unit open
space typologies
(projecting
balconies, flush
Juliet balconies,
and inset porches)
provide visual
interest

inset building
entrance with
shade and weather
protection
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Kings Crescent Estate
London

Karakusevic Carson Architects
Henley Halebrown
muf architecture/art
Completed: 2017
Hard Cost: $292/SF

mixture of covered
and open-to-sky
porches, balconies,
and walkways

extremely large
windows with
operable doors for
air flow and balcony
access

interior courtyard
with spaced seating
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150 Dan Leckie Way
Toronto

KPMB Architects
Page + Steele IBI Group
Completed: 2012
Hard Cost: Unavailable

interior-facing
arcade for shaded
open-air spaces
interior courtyard
with passive areas
and spaced seating

single-loaded
corridor with light
and air
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Bill Sorro Community
San Francisco

Kennerly Architecture and Planning
Cliff Lowe Associates
Completed: 2017
Hard Cost: $420/SF

varied balcony
design that is
integrated into the
overall massing and
provides per-floor
and per-unit access

accessible roof
with moveable
seating to provide
flexibility and
allow for proximity
or distance, as
required

wide entrance
threshold with
multiple doors for
ingress/egress
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1180 Fourth Street
San Francisco

Kennerly Architecture and Planning
Full Circle Architects
Mithun|Solomon
GLS Landscape Architecture
Completed: 2014
Hard Cost: $326/SF

vertical solar
shades provide
visual interest and
protect against
interior heat gain

large corridors with
light and air

wide site entrance
with multiple doors

protected interior
courtyard
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Broadway Housing
Santa Monica

Kevin Daly Architects
Dry Design
Completed: 2012
Hard Cost: $328/SF

large amounts
of open space
integrated into
the site plan with
multiple through-site
pathways

window design
could provide
inspiration for nontraditional balcony
designs

site and building
circulation well
integrated into open
space design

wide and inset
entrance
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Additional Non-Traditional Balcony Designs

North Star Apartments (Polarka), Slovakia

Tetris Apartments, Slovenia

Parkview Terraces, San Francisco (design doesn’t have accessible balconies, but could be used as inspiration)
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